
00:18:24 Matthieu Kaiser: could you please tell us the deadline for the research project (or 

repeat it if I have missed it)? 

00:19:02 Rita Perea: I have a paid DropBox account. I could help, too, if Google Drive doesn’t 

work. 

00:19:09 Rita Perea: August 20th 

00:19:31 Matthieu Kaiser: many thanks 

00:20:53 Rita Perea: Due dates: August 7th exam.. August 21st Project Paper 

00:33:50 Eleonore Charrez: wouldn't central banks start again with QE ? Didn't they do QE 

to avoid a major crisis ??? 

00:35:24 vincent wang: like japan now 

00:35:30 Eleonore Charrez: if markets fall too much, they would have to intervene and buy. 

All pension funds are financed through shares.,,, 

00:35:55 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Ray.  MMA trading parameter viewer when downloaded and 

then clicked the open button it opened in windows 11 in my parallels desktop on my mac 

00:37:03 adam childs: How would the banks be affected with long term rates being capped 

00:39:28 Vito Mijal-PAsa: is the big thing  what s happening in China ? regarding people protesting 

in 86 cities and stopping their home loan payments for the homes never delivered by the likes of 

Evergrande etc 

00:41:32 Wyatt Fellows: makes you wonder whats cooking under the surface 

00:42:53 Ibrahim Koné: Italy PM is Mario Draghi previous ECB chairman… 

00:44:16 adam childs: The problem is a strong Euro would be very bad for the southern states. 

00:45:32 Maya Bothe: a big thing could also be a Euro crash, which is already happening. 

Currency reforms are also a topic of Uranus in Taurus 

00:45:55 adam childs: I see 

00:47:16 Gianni Di Poce: Absolutely! Uranus in Taurus - currency adjustments are major. 

00:48:46 Maya Bothe: I already opened a multi currency bank account to get out of the Euro 

00:48:56 adam childs: It could be a multi-year bear market 

00:50:12 Gianni Di Poce: Could go to January 2025 +/- 6 months is U.S. eectipn cycle 

00:50:18 vincent wang: Jupiter Saturn ? 

00:51:19 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: But isn't Saturn with Waning Square? What is the C/S for that 

one? 

00:52:22 Matthieu Kaiser: 9.20 for the waning square 



00:52:49 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Thank you 

00:55:56 Eleonore Charrez: Could you explain the potential effects of Pluto return ? does it 

have to do with pluto retro ? 

00:56:11 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Morgan Stanley has a crypto fund 

00:56:26 Eleonore Charrez: and why is it called pluto return ? 

00:58:40 Wyatt Fellows: pluto coming back to starting point in natal chart 

00:59:13 Eleonore Charrez: ah, thks, so natalcharts of theUS. ? 

01:00:04 Gianni Di Poce: Today's position of Pluto in the havens, sif=gns, is at the same place it 

was in July 1776. It akea about 248 years for Pluto to orbit the Sun, and the U.S. was "born" 246 years 

ago 

01:00:26 Matthieu Kaiser: a big worry is junk corporate debt, too 

01:01:07 Vito Mijal-PAsa: Spot on Matt ! 

01:02:25 Gianni Di Poce: Yes, natal chary of U.S. When a planet returns to the same position it 

was at birth, it is a return of that chart. Every year you have  a solar return because Sun is back to where 

it was when you were born 

01:16:24 Eleonore Charrez: The strength of the USD is because it's producing oïl. Europe is 

oïl importer… 

01:17:00 adam childs: I guess also with high oil prices 

01:17:25 adam childs: Did we just have a weekly bullish trigger in oil 

01:18:55 Gianni Di Poce: Yes Adam 

01:19:51 Diane West: From reading the ViewGuide PDF install info, it appears that we would 

also need 2 DLL files for the install (that accompany the .exe executable file). [Dynamic Link Library files 

contains instructions for executable .exe files typically.) Can Danica also upload the 2 DLLs to Google 

Drive, too?  Thank you. 

01:22:04 Maya Bothe: skype name: super8film 

01:25:13 Wyatt Fellows: half cycle due now 

01:26:09 Eleonore Charrez: and gold looks like a cup and right handle 

01:26:17 adam childs: it looks like a cup and handle 

01:26:25 adam childs: but down first 

01:27:28 adam childs: Eleonore we were thinking the same thing 

01:27:40 Eleonore Charrez: the usd won't correct as long as the war in Ukraine is on...and as 

long as the war is on, the eur won't be strong... 



01:28:46 Eleonore Charrez: 24 feb 

01:29:46 Maya Bothe: I have a target for silver at 33 

01:30:15 Lian Handaja: Skype: papadab. Thankyou, Danica 

01:30:38 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Ray. Gianni. If I am sent invites to connect on Skype can forward 

files 

01:30:56 Ibrahim Koné: Do we have class on July 30th? 

01:31:06 Merriman Market Analyst: No last class next week 

01:31:33 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Or accept my invite 

01:31:33 Ibrahim Koné:      

01:32:41 Eleonore Charrez: when do you give us the course assignment ? 

01:33:00 Eleonore Charrez: it was around full moon 

01:34:13 Maya Bothe: target for the S&P e-mini: 3657 was activated on Thursday 

01:34:41 Eleonore Charrez: thks Ray ! 

01:34:57 Ibrahim Koné: we are just having a pop-up happing in ETH which a also a good 

leadership indication 

01:35:37 adam childs: Gosh 

01:36:17 Diane West: synth999 (skype) dwest999@gmail.com - email  

Thank you.  (I have dropbox if skype not working) 

01:36:22 jeff hanus: I read an article about when transiting planets are at 29 degrees, they 

say this degree is the most powerful because its the last chance to make an impact. your thoughts? 

01:36:56 adam childs: Skype I think it is my email childs.farrier@gmail.com 

01:37:22 adam childs: Venus square Jupiter is in a couple of weeks 

01:38:27 Martha Geiger: I have totally left coinbase.  I have lost my notes on what a good 

exchange would be-Legend something was a suggestion that I can't find my notes.  Any suggestions of a 

safer exchange? 

01:38:31 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Adam it is. Sent invite to connect 

01:40:19 jeff hanus: thank you 

01:40:37 Rita Perea: Martha, placing coins off an exchange and on a cold wallet is the best. I 

use a Ledger Nano X and think its great! :) 

01:40:42 Maya Bothe: 10 year yield could head to 5%-6% 



01:40:49 Eleonore Charrez: coinbase had in 2021 a net income of 3.6bn... Net income does 

not mean the exchange is unsafe…. 

01:40:55 Martha Geiger: Thank you Rita!! 

01:41:04 Matthieu Kaiser: as long as interest rates are above inflation… otherwise savers 

will keep losing 

01:41:20 Martha Geiger: There was discussion about their going bankrupt 

01:42:01 Rita Perea: Martha, feel free to email me if I can assist with anything else: 

Rita@RitaPerea.com 

01:42:09 adam childs: It looks like it could correct first 

01:42:14 adam childs: interest rate 

01:43:57 Rita Perea: Crypto Exchanges are so leveraged! And lots of Venture Capital money 

being burned to support their activities. Not good. 

01:44:30 adam childs: It could be a good buy then maybe 

01:45:45 Eleonore Charrez: Hi Martha : perhaps this gives you some infos : 

https://www.guru99.com/best-cryptocurrency-exchanges.html 

01:45:46 adam childs: if you had the PB in march would that change it 

01:46:30 Rita Perea: Gianni and Ray, I’m going to really miss our weekly “Market Jam 

Sessions” after we graduate :( I love these discussions. Thank you. 

01:46:40 adam childs: If we are seeing more positive stocks would that be a good sign 

01:46:41 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: For Brent, I think we are making the PB Gianni as it made a 

lower low earlier 

01:47:09 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: So there is a case of inter-market divergence between the two 

markets 

01:47:45 Vito Mijal-PAsa: I am a keen buyer at $63       

01:48:15 adam childs: equities t 

01:48:16 Lian Handaja: How do you see the weather pattern for this year, that may affect the 

crops? With many countries already came out and said they would stop exporting, I think the worst is 

yet to come in the next 2-6 mo? Thoughts? Farmers I heard stop buying new machines months ago, and 

that would affect the crops yield, too. 

01:48:40 adam childs: I hear we are likely to have a hot summer and an el nino 

01:48:40 Wyatt Fellows: diesel is still outrageous but will not stop farmers from harvesting... 

01:48:58 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: With Full moon in Cap 3* STRD 

01:49:06 Vito Mijal-PAsa: :))) 



01:49:19 Matthieu Kaiser: the MCP on the WTI gives 86.25 

01:50:14 Matthieu Kaiser: @Wyatt I've read fertilizer inventories run low in Europe due to 

nat gas shortages 

01:50:43 Matthieu Kaiser: major worry for next year 

01:50:45 Wyatt Fellows: you had yours last year Gianni!!! its our turn!!! 

01:51:01 Martha Geiger: Rita and Eleonore- thanks. I've saved these references to my desktop :)   

Rita-I would like to connect! 

01:51:57 Rita Perea: Martha, I’d like to connect, too. My pleasure :) 

01:52:56 Rita Perea: Big heatwave here in Iowa next week, too. We have had rain off and on 

but still below normal moisture level. 

01:53:10 Wyatt Fellows: fert prices are falling now in the US matthieu...I can see issues persisting 

for EU though...in my opinion the energy problems the EU are facing are one of the biggest drivers of 

other markets 

01:53:48 Vito Mijal-PAsa: Hey Gianni funny things happen in markets as we all know , NEVER SAY 

NEVER        

01:54:04 Vito Mijal-PAsa: thats when I wanna buy at $63 :)) 

01:54:22 adam childs: Could we have zoom meetings after the course maybe for a fee 

01:54:36 Vito Mijal-PAsa: in oCTOBER ? 

01:54:37 Martha Geiger: Just a comment on the global warming issue-I took a geology class 40 

years ago.  They had drilled down in to the earths surface, and found that the earth over thousands of 

years shows cycles of cooling and warming over and over again-its a natural phenomenon 

01:55:12 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Adam. Great idea 

01:55:32 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: And we saw the WTI outprice BRENT as soon as Euro announced 

they would no longer buy Russian oil. 

01:55:53 adam childs: Awesome 

01:56:02 Martha Geiger: SIGN ME UP FOR THE THIRD SESSION 

01:57:06 Dian Brown: Sounds like a great bargain for us to join MMTA class 3. Thank you!! 

01:57:20 Gianni Di Poce: You are on, Martha. Cnme to the graudation weekend too! Lots ofinfo 

will bshared in a face to face meeting! 

01:57:38 adam childs: Yes we will be experts by then :-) 

01:57:39 Wyatt Fellows: matthieu….how is france wheat crop?...been hearing you guys are hot 

over there?...any truth to that? 

01:57:40 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Several articles on global cooling as a long term cycle starting. 



01:58:22 Eleonore Charrez: well, all over Europe, they ask everybody to safe energy 

01:58:33 adam childs: what do the planets say about political unrest 

01:58:45 Eleonore Charrez: to drive less (but people drive more-after covid everybody 

wants out…) 

01:59:15 Matthieu Kaiser: I have no details about wheat crop now - the weather is hot, but 

honestly I don't find it extreme relative to past years 

01:59:27 adam childs: I cant imagine people will want government restricting them 

01:59:45 Wyatt Fellows: tks matthieu 

01:59:51 Matthieu Kaiser: I guess the coming weeks will be key 

02:00:07 Wyatt Fellows: we are harvesting wheat in the US now 

02:01:37 Ibrahim Koné: Do you already know what would be the time of the days of the classes 

in September (would like to check what time the night this will happen for Zoom live in my timezone) 

02:02:09 adam childs: I cannot tell with the Oil chart there but if we have the PB in March not 

April and we just had a bullish trigger. Does that mean the Primary cycle in not bearish 

02:03:33 Matthieu Kaiser: @Wyatt I am reading they are expecting yields lower by 3% only 

this year 

02:03:43 Ibrahim Koné: there is definitely a 4th industrial (now emerging tech) revolution on its 

way 

02:04:13 Matthieu Kaiser: relative to the past 10-year average 

02:04:37 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Was not Kissinger negotiated agreement re neutrality of 

Ukraine etc 1994. 

02:04:37 Wyatt Fellows: got it...that's within reason...tks for the info 

02:04:45 Eleonore Charrez: Well, I thought I'd live without war… and I am , like Ray, having 

ukranian refugees at home - and just praying this craziness in Ukraine to stop… 

02:04:54 Eleonore Charrez: Putin did not respect any single agreement…. 

02:05:11 Vito Mijal-PAsa: what does Ray think about the 4th Industrial revolution that World 

economic forum talks about ? 

02:05:11 Eleonore Charrez: he is not a statesman, but a mafia boss… and that makes 

everything difficult... 

02:05:41 adam childs: Can we look at Silver 

02:06:29 Ibrahim Koné: yes definitely tech revolution!!! 

02:07:20 adam childs: with tech though they have low PE ratios and that could be bad in a 

world of higher interest rates 



02:07:40 adam childs: although inflation might cancel that out 

02:08:46 Rita Perea: Gianni, do you have a good book resource for us to read about the Bank 

of St. George? 

02:08:52 Wyatt Fellows: Pouyan...you got anything cooking with silver?...I started nibbling last 

week 

02:10:22 Martha Geiger: This is all so interesting! 

02:10:31 Maya Bothe: Wyatt, I am buying Silver at these levels. My target is 33 

02:11:46 Beth Woody: In 1440 Uranus entered into Gemini and the printing press was invented 

by Gutenberg. As you know this invention changed the world forever. 

02:12:04 Wyatt Fellows: i agree maya...id like to see a new high in silver and not gold like ray has 

alluded too...33 would do it 

02:12:23 Gianni Di Poce: I likethat too! 

02:12:27 Maya Bothe: Thanks Beth 

02:12:43 jeff hanus: Rita, my favorite historian is Will Durant, he spent his life studying and 

writing history 

02:14:06 Rita Perea: Thank you, Jeff! I studied some of this through Art History but would 

like to broaden out to include economics.  I will check out Will Durant. I appreciate the resource. 

02:14:17 Maya Bothe: yes Ray, it is going to get above 30 even if it`s dropping further 

02:14:58 Vito Mijal-PAsa: Silver $ 8 , I like very much … Over time of course 

02:15:30 Ibrahim Koné: yes VR,AR (so metaverse) - think about an immersive version of zoom 

when you feel more like you are in the same room with holograms (all these techs already exist for more 

then a decade) - Just like I was using ancestor of zoom 2 decades ago 

02:16:54 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Has anyone bought land. Property in the meta verse 

02:16:57 Vito Mijal-PAsa: in 2020 9 year bottom ? can it be distorted  ray ? 

02:18:08 Gianni Di Poce: Yes, it can be, emnasured from low of 2008 wqhich I think we 18-year 

bottom 

02:18:54 Ibrahim Koné: lot of the tech's are converging 

02:19:09 Gianni Di Poce: So from 2008 October to March 2020 was a littleless tha 11 years  for 

thr 7-11 year half cycle 

02:19:14 Vito Mijal-PAsa: so 2026 is can be the next 18 year bottom ? 

02:19:30 Martha Geiger: Ibraham- any suggestions as to stocks to buy re: MV 

02:19:31 Ibrahim Koné: this is how inter came about tech convergences 



02:19:32 Gianni Di Poce: Could be, yes 

02:19:46 adam childs: Thank you 

02:19:49 adam childs: :-) 

02:19:55 Eleonore Charrez: Many thanks !!! as Always lots of food for thought !! 

02:19:57 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: thank you 

02:19:58 Rita Perea: Great class! Thank you! 

02:20:00 Matthieu Kaiser: thank you 

02:20:01 Martha Geiger: Have a great weekend!! Enjoyed today 

02:20:03 Ali Alvarado Atias: TY All! 

02:20:13 Vito Mijal-PAsa: Thanks RAY AND Mr G 


